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‘Take the Long Way Home’, Oil on Canvas, 60 cm x 60 cm.

‘Pour Away the Ocean’, Oil on Canvas, 40 cm x 40 cm.

You are invited to the Private View of

BARRY ANDREWS
Recent Oil Paintings
in the main gallery

Sunday 7th May from 12 noon to 4 pm.
Wine and Orange will be served

The Exhibition continues from: Monday 8th May until Saturday 3rd June
BARRY ANDREWS Recent Oil Paintings
Barry had his first exhibition at the gallery in 2013, he has since been a regular
exhibitor and there is now a strong following and many collectors of his work.
We have exhibited many oil painters over the years, but none with what you could only
call an explosion of colour, this is what this artist portrays in abundance. He is a artist
in the true sense of the word with so much creativity and imagination applied to his
abstracted impasto technique of oil paint on canvas. Painters of his calibre are not
out there working with the passion and commitment that this artist has, so we look
forward to this new collection of colourful punchy work. Barry is mainly attracted to
the estuaries and waterways, bringing light, shade and deep colour to what he views.
He say’s, ‘some of what I see is not necessarily inspiring, thus it becomes a challenge
to make it exciting to the viewer that they may better appreciate their locale’.
He has lived and painted in the most southern part of Essex all his life. Formally he
was offered a place at St. Martins School of Art in 1970 but then went on to pursue
a chequered career before returning to his original purpose in his life, which was to
paint. His next step was to secure a place at the University of East London where
he achieved a BA(Hons) in Fine Art in 2010. Barry Andrews has exhibited widely in
London, Bristol, Hastings and in East Anglia. Only recently Barry has lost his father,
William John Harry Andrews (23.10.1920 – 01.04.2017). ‘He was my studio assistant
preparing my canvases and making the tea and eating my chocolate biscuits’. What
he didn’t understand about my work, he would seek to find the answers, ‘why that
composition?’, ‘why choose that colour palette’, ‘how did painting make me feel?’ and
‘did I have a need to paint? He was my proud sponsor and advocate, delighting in my
achievement and in his eyes I had become successful in reaching a lifetime ambition to
be a painter. I wish to dedicate my show to my father following his untimely death.
A selection of images from the exhibition may be viewed on the website from Saturday 6th May

